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for your cost-effective metal fabricating equipment

CNC swing beam shears (from 8’ length 
¼” mild steel capacity to 12’ length 

¾”mild steel capacity) and CNC guillotine 
shears (for heavier gauge material) to 

straight shear flat sheet metal 

fiber laser centres to process from 3 x 
1.5m to 12 x 2.5m sheet size and from 
2kw to 12kW laser power capacity to 
cut any flat sheet metal shape (with 

optional tube laser cutting section)

to cut flat sheet metal Masteel offers two solutions:

January 2022 metal fabricating equipment offerings

- order now for Spring delivery -
(as machine availability is running low due to covid-19 caused supply chain restrictions)
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to bend sheet metal Masteel offers a large range 
of CNC synchronized hydraulic press brakes 

ranging from 6’ bending length x 50 ton capacity 
to 24’ and larger bending length (including 

tandem operation) x 1000 ton and higher capacity 

plus smaller size  
lighter capacity CNC 
electric press brakes 

and to roll plate material Masteel offers 
a range of initial pinch 3 roll plate rolls 
plus double pinch 3 or 4 roll plate rolls

for your cost-effective metal fabricating equipment
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to punch, shear and notch sheet metal and shear 
angle iron and round + square bar Masteel offers 

dual cylinder hydraulic ironworkers (with front 
and back work stations) from 66 to 180 ton

for your cost-effective metal fabricating equipment

while offering other metal fabricating equipment such as:

section benders notchers

tube bending 
machines

V groovers

band saws

Just contact your closest Masteel office for a detailed machine quote.


